
Gloucestershire Business Rates Pool – SEDF Funding Assessment 

Gloucestershire Local Nature Partnership – Natural Capital Baseline 
Map & Investment Portfolio 

Gloucestershire Economic Growth Senior Officer Group’s consideration of SEDF application against 
eligibility criteria

The bid is from a ‘sponsoring’ partner authority of the Gloucestershire Economic Growth Joint 
Committee (‘Joint Committee’) or the Gloucestershire Local Economic Partnership
Senior Officer Group assessment:

 Tewkesbury Borough Council is the sponsoring partner authority for the Bid.

The bid relates to one off or fixed term funding
Senior Officer Group assessment:

The bid relates to a one off funding - £40,000 for the development of the Natural Capital Mapping 
Tool. 

Officers have been advised that there is a need for some additional modest funding of £2/3,000 for 
the operation and maintenance of the mapping tool, which is expected to be covered from income 
generated from the private sector (developers), who would be willing to contribute for the use of the 
tool in the future.   

The bid relates to revenue support for enabling activity which:
 Support economic growth projects, partnership support or
 Enable the commissioning of economic research, intelligence, pre development work or 

feasibility studies or 
 Provide pump priming funding contributions or 
 Provide essential leverage match funding to support the delivery of broader local economic 

projects or programmes.
Senior Officer Group assessment:

This bid does support economic growth projects and partnership support, enables the commissioning 
of economic research, intelligence etc and also provides additional  leverage match funding to 
support the delivery of broader local economic projects/programmes. The SEDF request is part of a 
broader funding package which also includes the LEP.

The bid provides evidence of clearly demonstrating the economic benefits and contribution it is 
likely to make in supporting the delivery of growth of the local economy and communities, as well 
as planned outcomes.
Senior Officer Group assessment

The Natural Capital Baseline Map will spatially identify the environmental constraints and 
opportunities in relation to growth at a holistic and broader level, which will lead to the identification 
of optimal investment opportunities for economic growth, particularly in a climate of heightened 
awareness about the potential impacts of such growth on climate change. Therefore this will provide 
valuable and critical evidence clearly demonstrating the wider economic and environmental 
benefits/contributions and provide an important baseline to support all economic growth decisions.



Therefore the map will act as a robust, integrated evidence base for Local Planning Authorities, 
enabling more effective, joined up and more responsive decision making about proposed 
developments and strategic allocations.
This work will be particularly valuable in the emerging climate change agenda and link to the 2050 
longer term growth strategies and plans. 
The map will also highlight where investment in natural capital solutions will protect/increase 
resilience of existing economic activity to damaging environmental impact and help to identify 
pragmatic solutions, enabling the removal of constraints on previously unfeasible infrastructure 
projects. 

Further conditions if the Gloucestershire Economic Growth Committee approves the bid:

Section 151 Officer’s confirmation that sufficient funds are available in the Strategic Economic 
Development Fund during the relevant financial year.

The SEDF contains sufficient funding to support this bid.

Andrew Cummings – S151 Officer Stroud District Council

Local Strategic Fit Scoring Criteria - Assessment of the ranking of the bid in terms of alignment 
against ‘Strategic Fit’  (as outlined in Annex A)

This request for funding was assessed and given a score of 4 and seen as a ‘strong fit’

Terms and conditions of the approved bid (to include any binding conditions to any approved 
funding to which the applicant body will be required to agreed before any release of funding, plus 
reporting requirements)

Release of Funding -
The LNP have advised that they would like to draw down the £40,000 SEDF funding in one amount, as 
soon as can be arranged following consideration of the bid by the GEGJC meeting on 4th February 
2020. They have completed a competitive open procurement tender and have appointed a consultant 
to carry out a section of the mapping work, who is waiting to commence the commission. 

The Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust provides financial and accounting services to the Local Nature 
Partnership and therefore asks for the funding to be transferred to them to be managed on behalf of 
the LNP. 

Access and Usage -
Partners will need to have confirmation in writing on the level of service and access to the tool. It is 
envisaged that there will be three levels of access: 

1. Free public access to a high level version of the natural capital map
2. Restricted access to a much more detailed version of the map, which will be free for investing 

partners and should cover most day-to-day needs. 
3. Detailed interpretation of raw data will probably need to be chargeable and discussed on a 

case-by-case basis between provider and recipient.  



GEGJC Reporting -
The project will take around 5 months to develop the tool, which will be followed by a period of data 
testing. Consequently, GLNP would like to propose reporting back and updating the Joint Committee 
in 9 months time, at the planned October meeting. 

Recommendations to the Gloucestershire Economic Growth Joint Committee

The Gloucestershire Economic Growth Senior Officer Group recommend the Gloucestershire 
Economic Growth Joint Committee approve the bid set out above for the reasons confirmed below:

Strong strategic fit and widespread support from senior planning staff, within the local authorities, as 
to the value of developing such a mapping tool, plus also its marketability as a centrally held 
information  resource for the wider development industry, in the interest of enhanced joint 
management of the County’s growth plans. 


